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Summary

- fusion basics and challenges
- project status and organisation
- role of Iterbelgium
- Belgian competences in ITER
- how to get involved?



ITER Fusion project 

Energy from the stars

• based on nuclear fusion between deuterium and tritium
• ITER = final proof of concept for fusion as an energy source
• machine of Tokamak type,  50 MW in; 500 MW out (first Q>10)
• today under construction in Cadarache in France
• biggest experimental energy project in the world (15 billion €)



Advantages of fusion

- unlimited source of fuel (millions of years via fuel breeding)
- small fuel cost (3 % of total cost, cfr. 70 % for gas) 
- no “operational” radwaste (only short-lived, afterwards)
- inherently safe (no chain reactions, no residual heat from
reactions, only a few g of fuel in 800 m3)

- no evacuation needed, even in worst case

But

a few serious challenges as well, such as …



Challenge 1:  science



Challenge 2:  complex technology



Challenge 3:  cost for infrastructures



Challenge 4:  development time



Challenge 5:  public funding



Tokamak concept

- heat a D-T plasma at 150 to 250 
million °C to create 17 MeV 
neutrons from fusion (density,t,T) 

- create huge magnetic fields with 
superconductive coils to keep the 
plasma confined and isolated 

- inject fuel into the plasma through 
the magnetic field and get energy 
out of the system via the neutrons 

- keep the plasma and the system in 
steady state operation



ITER reactor design and heating



JET (Joint European Torus, Culham , UK) 

JET vacuum chamber volume = 80   m3

ITER vacuum chamber volume = 800 m3



ITER international collaboration with 7 DA’s

40 %



status site 2007-2014



A lot is going on…



http://www.iter.org/

ITER deals with
7 Domestic Agencies for procurements



http://fusionforenergy.europa.eu/

F4E is the European
Domestic Agency



F4E announcements and CFT’s



Get your account…



…and register your competences



Role of Iterbelgium

1. interface between F4E/Iter org. and national industries
2. prospection and cartography of Belgian competences
3. support in call for tenders for interested companies
4. help in creation of partnerships for CFT’s 
5. participate/organize networking events (SOFT, IBF, …)
6. create awareness on science-educational possibilities : 
- fusion show as teaser for third degree of secondary schools
- master and doctoral levels in fusion technology
- support continuity in fusion technology competences 

PS:                        is the Iterbelgium operator



Iterbelgium booths (SOFT 2012/2014)



Fusion show support to UA  



Technical visits (JET Culham )



create ITERBELGIUM data sheets 

NOW AVAILABLE on APP



What can you do?

- join Iterbelgium if interested in ITER (no charge)
- market exportable skills on Iterbelgium (1 page data sheet)
- register on F4E database and get pre-qualified
(see link F4E)

- get information on CFT’s on F4E and Iter org. websites
- ask support to Iterbelgium and ILO’s network 
(national industry liaison officers)

- be in Marseille end of March at IBF 2015 (Belgian booth) 



Belgian SME exempels



SARENS : cryostat mounting



HTMS : High Tech Metal Seals



VINCOTTE : Quality control Vacuum Vessel



MAGYICS/KUL/SCK-CEN : Rad-hard electronics



MAYEKAWA : 18 LHe cryo-compressors



ERM-KMS : ICRH antenna design : 



ALM + CSL:cryostat for JT60 



Why participate and why now ?

Why (trying to) participate in Iter ?

1. big network of high tech companies
2. many technology challenges 
3. branding via pre-qualification
4. possibly contracts to win 

Why now?
1. many big contracts awarded for execution during coming years
2. many efforts done to lower barriers for SME part icipation

(new industry approach by F4E)



Join ITER, the ultimate project for fusion power plant s

THANKS FOR 
YOUR ATTENTION


